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High harmonic fast wave heating and current drive �CD� are being developed on the National
Spherical Torus Experiment �M. Ono et al., Nucl. Fusion 41, 1435 �2001�� for supporting startup
and sustainment of the spherical torus plasma. Considerable enhancement of the core heating
efficiency ��� from 44% to 65% has been obtained for CD phasing of the antenna �strap-to-strap
�=−90°, k�=−8 m−1� by increasing the magnetic field from 4.5 to 5.5 kG. This increase in
efficiency is strongly correlated to moving the location of the onset density for perpendicular fast
wave propagation �nonset�B�k�

2 /�� away from the antenna face and wall, and hence reducing the
propagating surface wave fields. Radio frequency �RF� waves propagating close to the wall at lower
B and k� can enhance power losses from both the parametric decay instability �PDI� and wave
dissipation in sheaths and structures around the machine. The improved efficiency found here is
attributed to a reduction in the latter, as PDI losses are little changed at the higher magnetic field.
Under these conditions of higher coupling efficiency, initial measurements of localized CD effects
have been made and compared with advanced RF code simulations. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2837051�

I. INTRODUCTION

High harmonic fast wave �HHFW� heating and current
drive �CD� are being explored on the National Spherical
Torus Experiment �NSTX� �Ref. 1� to assist plasma ramp-up
in the absence of ohmic inductive drive and to help sustain
the plasma for long discharge times. NSTX is a low mag-
netic field device �B��5.5 kG� for which the 30 MHz
HHFW radio frequency �RF� system2 operates at a relatively
high ion cyclotron harmonic: �8 m−1 for deuterium/helium
on axis. Success in applying HHFW heating and/or CD on
NSTX could help to establish the viability of the spherical
torus �ST� concept as a long-pulse, or even steady-state,
component test facility �CTF� at higher magnetic field, where
efficient HHFW coupling could prove to be more readily
obtained. The experimental HHFW studies on NSTX are fo-
cused first on establishing efficient heating at launched
wavelengths desirable for heating and CD, and then on opti-
mizing the CD that can be achieved. It is essential to under-
stand the power loss and CD processes, in order to optimize
the heating and CD efficiencies, and to ultimately extrapolate
both to the conditions of the higher magnetic field CTF
device.

The general problem of optimizing the RF power
coupled to the core of a toroidal plasma device has long been
of interest because it is an essential prerequisite for efficient
RF heating and CD. Some time ago, it had been observed on
several tokamaks that the heating efficiency was greater for
out-of-phase operation between adjacent current straps of the
antennas than for in-phase operation3,4 and that in-phase op-
eration produces considerably more impurities.5,6 Many
mechanisms may have contributed to this observed behavior,
including properties of near field sheath bombardment of the
antenna,7,8 parametric decay instability �PDI� heating,9 and
fast wave damping in the edge plasma region due to colli-
sions and sheaths. For the HHFW regime on NSTX, the RF
waves are launched into NSTX at a frequency of 30 MHz
with a large 12 strap antenna array that spans �90° toroi-
dally around the outside of the torus. By feeding this antenna
with six decoupled sources, any strap-to-strap phase between
0° and 180° may be chosen for the first six straps, with the
next set of six straps following these with a 180° phase shift.
As a consequence, very good toroidal spectral definition2 �es-
pecially for �90° and �30° between adjacent antenna
straps� is obtained, so that it is possible to determine the
coupling properties as a function of launched toroidal wave-
length with considerable precision. This allows a separation
of PDI and propagating fast wave effects and a demonstra-
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tion of the importance of separating the propagation region
sufficiently from the antenna/wall.

A major objective for the HHFW program on NSTX is
to heat the electrons and drive current simultaneously. For
this purpose the antenna was designed to support a very
peaked directed spectrum at k�=−8 m−1, which corresponds
to −90° phasing between adjacent current straps and propa-
gation in the direction to provide co-CD. In order to quantify
the amount of RF power deposited in the electrons and ions
of the core plasma, RF power pulses are applied and the
stored energy �We� for the electrons and the total plasma
stored energy �WT� are fitted with an exponential rise/fall
function:10

W�t� = W0 − �W0 − WF� � �1 − e−t/�� , �1�

where W0 is the energy at the beginning of the pulse and WF

is the asymptotic value that would be obtained without fur-
ther pulsing. The total stored energy WT is obtained from the
magnetic equilibrium code EFIT,11 and the electron stored
energy We is obtained by integrating Thomson scattering ki-
netic electron pressure Pe�r� over the EFIT magnetic field
surface volumes. The power into electrons and into the total
plasma is then equated to Pe=	WeF /�e and PT=	WTF /�T,
respectively, for each RF power pulse. Finally, the core elec-
tron and plasma heating efficiencies are defined as �e

= Pe /	PRF and �T= PT /	PRF, where 	PRF is the increment
in RF power at the pulse.

Earlier results obtained at a toroidal magnetic field of
B�=4.5 kG showed that Eq. �1� fits the heating data well.10

However, it was found that the heating efficiencies for
k�=−8 m−1 �−90° co-CD phasing� were about half of the
values at k�=14 m−1 �180° heating phasing�, with �e�%�
=48 and 22, and �T�%�=68 and 44 for k=14 m−1 and
−8 m−1, respectively, under similar plasma conditions. The
PDI was observed with spectral measurements of probe and
edge reflectometry signals, and associated edge ion heating
was observed with a spectroscopic edge rotation diagnostic
�ERD�.12 However, the power loss that could be attributed to
this edge ion heating was comparable for the two cases—the
maximum power loss was �16% and 23% for k�=14 m−1

and −8 m−1, respectively. Therefore, this edge ion heating
could not account for the much greater reduction in heating
efficiency obtained at k�=−8 m−1.

Another possible channel for losing significant RF
power at longer wavelengths is through preferred propaga-
tion of fast waves in the edge of the plasma where collisions
and sheaths can cause significant damping of the waves. The
cold plasma propagation characteristics for fast waves at B
=2.82 kG, the total magnetic field in front of the antenna
Faraday shield for the B�=4.5 kG case, are given in Fig. 1,
showing the strong dependence of propagation perpendicular
to the equilibrium magnetic field on electron density and
especially on wavelength.13 In particular, for a given k�, if the
edge density is too low, the wave is “cut off” and does not
propagate in the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium
magnetic field. In this case, the wave will “evanesce” into the
plasma until it reaches a point where the local density is high
enough for the wave to propagate. The density for onset of
perpendicular propagation is approximately proportional to

B�k�
2 /� and, as indicated, the onset density for k� =8 m−1 is

only �0.5�1018 m−3, compared to �1.6�1018 m−3 for k�

=14 m−1 �Fig. 1�a��. Thus, the propagation region in the
longer wavelength case extends closer to the antenna/wall, in
contrast to the shorter wavelength case. Furthermore, the per-
pendicular group velocity approaches zero near onset �Fig.
1�b�� so that the longer wavelength waves can be inhibited
from entering the plasma even further if the density profile
does not change much in the vicinity of the antenna.

In Sec. II A of this paper, results obtained at higher mag-
netic field, i.e., B�=5.5 kG,14 for which the onset density is
somewhat higher and the edge density gradient should be
somewhat steeper, are presented to determine if the fast wave
propagation in the plasma edge could contribute to the en-
hanced loss observed at k�=−8 m−1. In addition, the field
dependence of PDI heating is evaluated to help separate the
two loss channels. In Sec. II B, results from an expanded
antenna phase �wavelength� scan are presented to show the
constancy of heating efficiency for the wavelengths equal to
or shorter than that for k�=−8 m−1 and the decrease in effi-

FIG. 1. High harmonic fast wave propagation characteristics for total mag-
netic field B=2.82 kG at the antenna location on NSTX �toroidal field
B��Ro�=4.5 kG, plasma current IP=0.6 MA�. �a� Perpendicular wavenum-
ber k� vs density for parallel wavenumbers k� =3 m−1, 8 m−1, and 14 m−1.
�b� The tangent of the propagation angle 
 relative to the direction of B vs
density. The onset density is �B*k�

2 /� and 
�20°.
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ciency for wavelengths longer than that for k�=−8 m−1. The
competition between core damping and surface damping at
k�=−3 m−1, for which the wavelength is the longest, is also
studied. The implications of NSTX HHFW surface wave loss
for the low ion cyclotron harmonic regime, relevant to ITER,
are discussed in Sec. II C. Finally, in Sec. III the first mo-
tional Stark effect15 �MSE� measurements of HHFW CD ef-
fects on pitch angle and the estimated RF driven current are
presented. The current predictions obtained with the full
wave TORIC

16 and AORSA
17 codes are also presented for

comparison.

II. HEATING EFFICIENCY AT HIGHER
MAGNETIC FIELD

A. Improvement in heating efficiency for k�=−8 m−1

„cocurrent drive phase, −90°…

As shown in Fig. 2,14 there is a dramatic improvement in
heating with k�=−8 m−1 at B�=5.5 kG �IP=720 kA� rela-
tive to the B�=4.5 kG �IP=600 kA� case discussed previ-
ously in Ref. 10. The central temperature for k�=−8 m−1 for
the third RF power pulse is close to that for k�=14 m−1, and
the corresponding line density is somewhat higher. The cal-
culated values of We show the levels of heating at
k�=−8 m−1 are now quite comparable to those at k�

=14 m−1 for the last two RF pulses. However, for the first RF
pulse of Fig. 2, the heating for the k�=−8 m−1 case is only
about half that obtained at k�=14 m−1.

To quantify the heating improvement obtained at
k�=−8 m−1 by increasing B�, the electron stored energy ob-
tained for 5.5 kG is compared to that obtained at B�

=4.5 kG in Fig. 3. There is a factor of �2 increase in 	We at
the higher B� for the third RF pulse over the same time
interval in Fig. 3 �the RF pulse length has been increased
from 33 to 50 ms at the higher B��. Furthermore, the expo-
nential fits to the We data �see Fig. 3� show that the electron
heating efficiency for the third RF pulse has been doubled at
B�=5.5 kG to �40%, compared to �22% at B�=4.5 kG.
Similarly, the total heating efficiency has been increased to
�65%, compared with �44%.

In order to determine if the onset density for
k�=−8 m−1 has moved away from the antenna for the higher
magnetic field operation for the last two RF pulses, but not

for the first RF pulse, the electron density at a radial location
2 cm in front of the antenna Faraday shield is measured with
the Thomson scattering system. The edge densities measured
for the k�=−8 and 14 m−1 discharges of Fig. 2 are shown in
Fig. 4�b� and compared to the corresponding We curves in
Fig. 4�a�. As indicated, the edge densities 2 cm away from
the antenna are at or below the onset density for
k�=−8 m−1 for the last two pulses, so that the waves do not
propagate at that location. However, the edge density is well
above the k�=−8 m−1 onset density for the first pulse, indi-
cating that fast wave propagation at or near the antenna/wall
is responsible for the observed reduced heating efficiency.
The edge density exceeds the onset density for k�=14 m−1

�2 cm in front of the antenna� only during the first part of the
first RF pulse, appearing to force a slower rise in We during
that time �Fig. 4�a��.

It is important to note that the core damping of the fast
wave is a strong function of both k� and B.13 It is predicted

FIG. 2. Central electron temperature Te�0� and stored electron energy We vs time with RF power modulation for toroidal wavenumbers k� equal to �a� 14 m−1,
�b� −8 m−1, and �c� −3 m−1. �B�=5.5 kG, Ip=0.72 MA, PRF=2 MW, and helium plasma.� Line average density is also shown for comparison between the
shots �neL is in units of 1019 m−2 on the left scale�.

FIG. 3. Comparison of time plots of stored electron energy We obtained at
B�=5.5 kG �solid curve� and B�=4.5 kG �dashed curve� for k�=8 m−1.
Exponential fits to the last RF pulses �Eq. �1�� give electron heating effi-
ciencies of 40% and 22% for B�=5.5 kG and 4.5 kG, respectively. �Condi-
tions for B�=5.5 kG are those of Fig. 2. Conditions for B�=4.5 kG are IP

=0.6 MA, PRF=2 MW and helium �Ref. 10�.�
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that the damping decrement k�i falls off rapidly with de-
creasing normalized wavenumber n� =ck� /� being signifi-
cantly above zero down to n� �5 for NSTX-like conditions,
and also decreases as B−3. Therefore, the fact that heating
efficiency improves substantially for the k�=−8 m−1 �toroi-
dal mode number n�=12� case upon increasing the magnetic
field from 4.5 to 5.5 kG, even though the damping decre-
ment is predicted to be lowered by a factor of 0.55, again
suggests that the surface losses are reduced substantially by
moving the onset density away from the antenna/wall.

The possibility that a reduction in PDI losses at the
higher field could account for the strongly improved heating
efficiency at k�=−8 m−1 is not supported by the ERD spec-
troscopic measurements of edge ion heating.12 It is found
that the edge ion heating as indicated by the Gaussian fits to
the energetic helium ion distributions is a very weak function
of B�, in agreement with the predictions based on Eq. �11� of
Ref. 9. In fact, the calculated PDI loss at B�=5.5 kG is com-
parable to that at B�=4.5 kG, whereas the overall loss de-
creased by �21%. Furthermore, the PDI loss at
k�=−3 m−1 is comparable to that at k�=−8 m−1, whereas the
overall loss at k�=−3 m−1 is much larger than that at
k�=−8 m−1, as clearly indicated in Fig. 2. Thus, perpendicu-
lar fast wave propagation very near to or at the antenna/wall
is a leading candidate for explaining the enhancement of
power loss with an increase in wavelength launched by the
antenna.

B. Reduction of heating efficiency at longer
wavelengths „k�<−8 m−1, corresponding
to phase <−90°…

The central electron heating and increase in We are very
poor indeed for k�=−3 m−1 even at the higher field B�

=5.5 kG �Fig. 2�, and the propagating region still extends
beyond the location of the antenna face for this case. In order
to better quantify the effect of heating efficiency degradation
with decreasing k�, an antenna phase scan has been made for
nominally constant programmed discharge control param-
eters, such as IP, B�, gas feed, and for discharges with mini-
mal magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� activity. The resulting
curves of total stored energy WT versus time are shown in
Fig. 5�a�. The RF pulse shown gives good comparisons over
an antenna strap-to-strap phase range of �=−150° to
�=−30° �the �=−150° curve is not shown for clarity�. The
RF pulse length has been increased to �100 ms to allow WT

to attain near equilibrium values. It is found that at constant
PRF, the stored energy for an antenna phase of −90°
�k�=−8 m−1, co-CD phase� is indeed comparable to that for
the higher phases �shorter wavelengths� at B�=5.5 kG, as

FIG. 4. �a� Time dependence of electron stored energy �We� with maximum
modulated RF power of 2 MW, one with k�=14 m−1 �solid curve�, and the
other with k�=−8 m−1 �dashed curve�. �b� Edge electron density �2 cm in
front of Faraday shield� vs time. The onset density for k�=14 m−1 and k�

=−8 m−1 perpendicular propagation is indicated by the horizontal dashed
lines.

FIG. 5. �Color� �a� Time dependence of total stored energy �WT� for a pulsed
RF power of 1.8 MW vs the phase � between antenna straps ��=−90°
corresponds to co-CD phasing �k�=−8 m−1��. �b� Change in total stored
energy �	WT� at time=0.39 s �just prior to injection of the diagnostic neu-
tral beam pulse �dashed vertical line in Fig. 5�a��� showing the fall-off of
heating at longer wavelengths, 	�	�90°. B�=5.5 kG; Ip=0.6 MA, helium.
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found above for antenna phases of 180° �k�=14 m−1� and
−90° �k�=−8 m−1� �Fig. 2�. However, the heating efficiency
degrades at the lower strap-to-strap phases of �=−60° and
�=−30° �i.e., longer wavelengths�, as indicated by the fall-
off in 	WT in Fig. 5�b�.

The reduction of 	WT at longer wavelengths suggests
again that surface losses are higher with the density at the
antenna/wall above the onset density in these cases. How-
ever, the change in stored energy 	WT produced at
�=−30° is about 1 /2 that obtained for phases of �=−90°
and above, which is actually higher than expected from the
electron heating observed on axis �see Fig. 2�. The explana-
tion for the higher energy increment appears to be that there
is a broadening and elevation of the density profile for the
�=−30° case relative to those for the higher phases, as indi-
cated by the Thomson scattering profiles shown in Fig. 6,
taken at t=0.375 s �prior to applying the diagnostic neutral
beam pulse�. The profiles indeed evolve with phase: Te�r�
increases, ne�r� decreases on axis and broadens, and Pe�r�

increases on axis and broadens as phase is increased from
�=−30° to �=−150°. This result suggests the RF power
may be affecting transport, producing high core temperature
and broad density profiles when core damping is strong and
surface damping is weak, and producing low core tempera-
ture and more peaked density profiles �closer to the ohmic
core level� when the core damping is weak and the surface
damping is strong.

The surface damping is apparently enhanced for the �
=−30° case, since the fast waves are riding on the antenna
and at or near the wall. However, the core damping is ex-
pected to be smaller as well since the single pass damping in
the plasma core is also a strong function of k�.

13 If the single
pass damping is relatively small, permitting multiple transits
of the wave through the plasma, the core pressure buildup
should be slower for the lower Te levels, since both core
heating decreases and surface losses increase with decreasing
k�. In order to assess the competition between core damping
and surface damping, the number of passes of the fast wave
rays through the plasma must be modeled using the actual
plasma profiles.

Ray tracing results calculated with the GENRAY code18

for the damping of the ray with k�=−3 m−1 ��=−30° � are

FIG. 7. �Color� k�=−3 m−1 ray tracing calculated by GENRAY, projected on
to �a� the toroidal midplane and �b� a poloidal section. Calculations utilized
temperature and density profiles from shot 123440 �solid green ray� and
123435 �dashed red ray�. These shots were used in the experiment for k�

=−3 m−1 �−30° phase� launch and k�=−8 m−1 and �−90° phase� launch,
respectively, of Fig. 5. The point on each ray where 80% of the RF power
has been absorbed by the plasma is indicated by the colored dot.

FIG. 6. �Color� Thomson scattering profiles vs antenna phase � for time
=0.375 s in Fig. 5 for �a� electron temperature Te�r�, �b� electron density
ne�r�, and �c� electron pressure pe�r�. �PRF=1.8 MW for all antenna phases,
�.� Te�r� increases and ne�r� broadens and decreases with increasing 	�	.
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shown in Fig. 7, using the Te�r� and ne�r� profiles for both
the �=−30° and �=−90° discharges from Fig. 6. For the
�=−30° profile conditions, the ray damps by �70% in one
pass through the plasma. This high first pass damping is a
result of the ray path passing through the relatively high �
core of the plasma without reaching the inner colder region
of the plasma near the inner vessel wall. With the higher core
temperature found for the �=−90° profile conditions, it is
predicted that the �=−30° launched wave would have
damped by 80% in only �1 /2 pass through the plasma �Fig.
7�. Thus, it appears that the surface losses for the −30° case
at B�=5.5 kG occur primarily when the wave first enters the
plasma at the antenna location.

To test the hypothesis that surface damping is indeed
dominating the first pass damping, core electron heating has
been measured at �=−30° phasing for a higher temperature
target plasma preheated by RF at �=−90°, as shown in Fig.
8. After the phase change to �=−30°, there is a gradual
fall-off of Te�0� and a slight rise in ne�0�, indicating that even
with essentially complete first pass damping, surface losses
in the vicinity of the antenna are still too large for Te�0� to be
maintained. In addition, the profiles of Te and ne appear to be
beginning an evolution toward those that are normally sup-
ported with �=−30° without preheating. For the earlier stud-
ies at a lower B�=4.5 kG,19 in which core electron heating at
�=−30° followed preheating at �=−90°, the fall-off time of
Te�0� was much shorter: Te�0� dropped from 1.8 to 0.7 keV
�near ohmic level� in only �30 ms. This comparison indi-
cates that the surface losses are significantly reduced for �
=−30° at the higher magnetic field, even though the onset
density has not been completely separated from the antenna.

C. Implications of NSTX HHFW surface wave loss
results for the low ion cyclotron harmonic
regime: ITER

The enhanced surface losses observed when the density
at the antenna or wall is at or above the onset density for

perpendicular propagation could be important for the low
harmonic ion cyclotron regimes as well. Although the waves
propagate more directly into the plasma core in this case,20

generally, the occurrence of propagating fast wave fields im-
mediately at the antenna can still cause considerable power
deposition on the antenna and adjacent surfaces. Notably, for
0° antenna strap-to-strap phasing on TFTR, for which the
edge of the plasma touched the antenna Faraday screen, the
surface fast waves severely heated the screen at moderate
power levels, releasing high levels of screen coating materi-
als into the plasma.5 This could also be an important consid-
eration for ITER. As shown in Fig. 9, the k� parameters for
the ITER IC antenna21 are relatively low �center-to-center
strap separation is 0.385 m�, so that for CD phasing �90°� at
53 MHz operation, the onset density for perpendicular
propagation is �1.4�1018 m−3. It may be difficult to stay
below this edge density in ITER, especially if increasing the
density in the scrape-off layer is desired to raise the coupling
resistance of the antenna to permit the planned 20 MW of RF
power to be delivered to the plasma.22

III. INITIAL MSE MEASUREMENTS OF HHFW
CURRENT DRIVE

The improved heating efficiency obtained for CD phas-
ing �=−90° �k�=−8 m−1 in Fig. 3� provides a good target
condition for beginning the study of HHFW CD on NSTX
using the MSE diagnostic.15 The MSE diagnostic has been
developed especially for the low B field conditions of NSTX.
It is used to make measurements of the pitch angle of the
equilibrium magnetic field, from which the current density
profile is obtained by applying fits to the MSE data using the
LRDFIT equilibrium reconstruction code.23 To enable these
measurements, a diagnostic neutral beam �NB� blip is in-
jected at a 90 kV injection voltage at the desired time of
measurement. Profiles of pitch angle are then provided in a
sequence of 10 ms time intervals during the blip. The 2 MW

FIG. 8. Decay of central electron temperature Te�0� for antenna phase of
�=−30° �k�=−3 m−1� after preheating the electrons to Te�0�=2.2 keV at
�=−90° �k�=−8 m−1� to provide single pass damping of the k�=−3 m−1

wave �Fig. 7�. B�=5.5 kG; IP=0.6 MA, helium plasma.

FIG. 9. Onset density and angle of ray propagation comparison between
NSTX and ITER. The ITER ion cyclotron antenna concept dimensions give
toroidal wavenumber k� values of 4 and 8 m−1 for 90° and 180° strap-to-
strap phasing, respectively, for a magnetic field at the antenna of B=4 T and
an operating frequency of f =53 MHz.
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of power of this “diagnostic” NB is comparable to the
HHFW power level, and is found to perturb the plasma dur-
ing the later time intervals. For the results reported here, the
MSE values are used for the first 10 ms time slice when
there is no evidence of instability or degradation of confine-
ment. Normally, this means that a clear ramp is observed in
the total stored energy from the start of NB injection �due to
the neutral beam enhancement of ion stored energy�. How-
ever, the stored electron energy is not significantly affected
during the first 10 ms time interval, nor is MHD stability.
Such conditions were obtained for the �=−90°, �=−60°,
and the no-RF cases of the phase scan in Fig. 5. The MSE
results for these three phases are shown in Fig. 10. The
change in pitch angle in the central region of the plasma
relative to the no-RF case is slight at �=−60°, but is much
more pronounced at −90°. The curve at −60° suggests pos-
sible heating and CD effects, but for −90° phasing a clear
indication of a core CD effect is evident.

It has proven difficult to adjust the LRDFIT equilibrium
reconstruction curves to fit the MSE data in the core region
of the plasma �R�1.2 m�. Therefore, estimates of the cur-
rent density have been obtained directly from the MSE pitch
angle measurements using the LRDFIT magnetic surfaces at
the location of the MSE data points. The total currents inside
the corresponding areas divided by the areas then give the
toroidal current density curves shown in Fig. 10�b�. A clear
indication of RF CD is found for �=−90°, where the current
density peaks for 
sqrt��N��0.2, where �N is the normal-
ized poloidal flux within a magnetic surface. The greater CD
effect at −90° is consistent with greater heating efficiency,
i.e., more power is reaching the core �estimated to be up to
�65% of the total RF power� and perhaps the more peaked
spectrum launched for this case. Possible CD out to �0.3 is
observed relative to the no-RF case. The measurements for
larger  are not resolved for the RF power level and pulse
length used in the experiment �note that the pulse time at
maximum energy is relatively short in Fig. 5, i.e., �30 ms,
and the equilibrium profile for jRF is not attained�. The inte-
grated RF current for �=−90° relative to the no-RF case is
�15 kA, and relative to the −60° case is �5 kA, inside R
=1.2 m in Fig. 10�a�.

Predictions for the RF driven current density, jRF, ob-
tained using the TORIC and AORSA full wave codes, are pre-
sented in Fig. 11 for the −90° conditions of Fig. 10. The
TORIC prediction is for a single toroidal mode of n�=−12,
whereas the AORSA prediction uses the full toroidal spec-
trum, modeled with 101 toroidal modes to include the finite
width of the spectrum as well as both the co- and counterdi-
rected waves. Both codes predict that jRF peaks strongly to-
ward the plasma axis, �0.2, as found in Fig. 10, though the
AORSA code gives a somewhat more narrow peak. The pre-
dicted integrated currents IRF are �37 and 26 kA, respec-
tively, for the TORIC and AORSA calculations �at PT

=1.2 MW for �65% heating efficiency�. The strong reduc-
tion of jRF due to electron trapping for the small aspect ratio
NSTX plasma is shown in Fig. 11�a� �factor of �6 reduction
in IRF� and the integrated current for the full spectrum used
in the AORSA simulation is shown in Fig. 11�b�. For a single
toroidal mode as used in the TORIC case, AORSA predicts

IRF�34 kA, in reasonable agreement with the TORIC value.
The reduction of IRF to �26 kA with 101 toroidal modes is
due primarily to the inclusion of the counterdirected peak in
the wave spectrum at n��38. The predicted current for the
101 toroidal mode spectrum is �2 times the value indicated
by the initial MSE measurements, which is reasonable agree-
ment for the RF power and pulse length conditions used.
Future CD studies at higher power will serve to benchmark
the codes with each other and with the MSE measurements
for the spherical torus regime.

The 	ERF	 field pattern produced with the 101 toroidal
mode spectrum by the AORSA code is shown in Fig. 12. Note

FIG. 10. �Color� �a� MSE pitch angle profiles vs major radius measured at
the 0.400 s time slice for the antenna phase cases of �=−90°, −60°, and
no-RF in Fig. 5. LRDFIT equilibrium reconstruction polynomial fits are also
shown. �b� Toroidal current density vs the square root of normalized poloi-
dal flux  obtained by fitting the measured pitch angles to the LRDFIT mag-
netic surfaces local to the measurements. The integrated current for
�=−90° relative to the no-RF case is �15 kA and relative to the −60° case
is �5 kA.
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that the waves propagate out from the antenna, penetrate into
the core but without reaching the inner wall, and propagate
around the plasma axis back to the outside wall. This wave
pattern is consistent with the GENRAY ray results �Fig. 7; note
that the B� and IP directions in Fig. 12 are reversed relative
to their directions in Fig. 7�. The AORSA and TORIC codes are
currently undergoing further development by the U.S. RF
SciDAC project to include surface damping effects as well.
In the future, NSTX can serve as a good platform for bench-
marking these codes, since surface and core damping effects
can be effectively separated for the relatively high � spheri-
cal torus plasmas.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A dramatic increase in core heating efficiency at higher
B� and lower edge density is observed on NSTX for CD
phasing ��=−90° �. The associated losses are found to be a
function of k� and edge density. These results strongly sup-
port the hypothesis that fast wave perpendicular propagation
onset near the antenna or vessel wall is a primary cause for
the reduction of heating efficiency at long wavelengths. This
condition is especially important at very long wavelengths

since the perpendicular onset density is �B�k�
2 /�. Thus, the

reduced efficiency observed for in-phase fast wave operation
generally,3,4 with k� approaching zero, would appear to be
associated with this edge perpendicular propagation as well.
The mechanisms by which the power is lost due to this sur-
face propagation are not as yet resolved satisfactorily. Of
course, sheath rectification at the antenna should be en-
hanced due to the higher near fields from the propagating
modes there,8 but additional processes must be considered as
well. In particular, far field sheath effects should increase
with wavelength. Higher fields and slower group velocities
in the edge regions should enhance collisional damping, and
it is possible that the RF reactive image currents induced in
the plasma are brought close to the antenna or wall along
with the perpendicular propagating region. This latter possi-
bility could help explain the drastically increased Faraday
shield heating observed with in-phase excitation on TFTR,7

which appears to be too large to be explained simply by
sheath rectification and convective cell properties alone.24

Of course there is a competition between surface damp-
ing of the fast wave and its damping in the core as it passes
through the plasma. Core damping decreases, and surface
damping increases, with decreasing k�. GENRAY modeling
shows that the wave is generally damped out in much less
than one full pass through the NSTX plasma for the condi-
tions of heating and CD �the ray propagates almost tangen-
tially to the plasma axis in the core region� making it easier
to minimize surface damping. Even at the very long wave-
lengths, for which the temperature is rather low, the primary
ray damps by �70% in one pass and thus interacts at the
wall mainly in the vicinity of the antenna.

It is important to resolve all of the primary power loss
mechanisms, since it is necessary to avoid significant surface
losses in ITER. Due to the low wavenumber value for CD
phasing on ITER, it is possible that the onset density will be
exceeded at the blanket surface and near the antenna, and
that the surface power losses could be significant, especially
if the scrape-off layer density is enhanced in order to im-
prove the coupling for the large gap foreseen between the
antenna and the last closed field surface. NSTX results indi-
cate that with and without gas puffing, careful tailoring of the
density at the vessel tile surface and near the antenna to keep
it below the onset density should be considered to limit edge
power deposition to an acceptable level.

FIG. 11. The prediction of RF driven
toroidal current density for the −90°
antenna phasing case of Fig. 10 using
�a� the TORIC two-dimensional full
wave code �peak toroidal spectral ray
k�=−8 m−1, toroidal wavenumber n�

=−12� and �b� the AORSA three-
dimensional full wave code �101 toroi-
dal wavenumbers�. For a �65% heat-
ing efficiency �PT=1.2 MW�, the
integrated current is �37 and �26 kA
for TORIC single mode and AORSA 101
mode cases, respectively. The current
is decreased by a factor of �6 from
the no-trapping case.

FIG. 12. �Color� AORSA three-dimensional 	ERF	 wave field amplitude �101
toroidal modes� for the −90° �k�=−8 m−1� antenna phasing case of Fig. 10.
Fields are indicated for the toroidal midplane and poloidal cross sections at
the center of the antenna and 180° away.
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Initial measurements of HHFW CD have been made
with MSE on NSTX. These are not easy measurements at the
powers delivered to date ��1.2 MW into the core of the
plasma�. Nevertheless, indication of driven RF current den-
sity near the axis of the plasma is obtained for −90° CD
phasing. TORIC and AORSA code estimates for jRF are rather
peaked within a �0.2, which is in reasonable agreement
with the location of the j perturbation measured with MSE.
The TORIC and AORSA predictions for total RF current are
higher than the apparent driven current deduced from the
MSE measurements �37 kA from TORIC and 26 kA from
AORSA, compared with a maximum MSE value of �15 kA�.
It would appear that the RF power was not applied long
enough to reach equilibrium CD. Furthermore, the back
EMF from the inductive drive could affect the results as
well. However, it is clear from these initial CD results that
the current driven is rather small for the small aspect ratio
regime of NSTX for which electron trapping strongly re-
duces the CD. Considerably more RF power and longer RF
pulses are needed to enhance the CD to a level to where
more definitive measurements can be made. In addition, fur-
ther modeling with the advanced RF codes being developed
under the U.S. RF SciDAC program is needed to both deter-
mine the best conditions on NSTX for enhancing heating and
CD while avoiding surface losses, and for benchmarking the
codes for future applications generally.
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